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 In her landmark book, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, Pittsburgh native Annie Dillard 
writes about seeing by telling the story of leaving pennies in plain sight for people to find 
as a child. She wanted to be sure they would see them, so she made and placed small 
signs that read” Pennies this way.”  Like Annie Dillard, and perhaps, many of you who 
love this church,   "I've been thinking about seeing" [about vision]. "There are a lot of 
things to see," Dillard tells us in our reading earlier;   "unwrapped gifts and free surprises. 
The world is fairly strewn with pennies cast broadside from a generous hand."  

How true that is of this dynamic and caring community; this place of blessings. 
Dillard also reminds us that an attitude of abundance, a joyfulness at finding a lowly 
penny, can buy  us a lifetime of days. "It's that simple," she writes, "what you see is what 
you get." That equation is true as well, for us here at UUCM;  and it goes both 
ways....what we get is what we see and what we're willing to envision, to open our eyes 
and focus on what matters.  
 So, I wonder (and ask you to wonder along with me): What do we see as members 
of this community,  both individually and collectively,  and how do we see it - through a 
blurred and fearful lens of scarcity or with the bold 20/20 vision of abundance?  

Will we be careful literalists -- envisioning our goals with  only our rational minds 
and our physical eyeballs; or will we also search for our future and enact our mission 
with the visionary inner eye of heart, spirit, and generosity? Will it be blinders or eyes 
wide open?  
 In her book, A Natural History of the Senses (1990), Diane Ackerman explains 
the physiological complexity of sight. She writes: At the back of the camera, film records 
images. Lining the rear of the eyeball is a thin sheet, the retina, which includes two sorts 
of photosensitive cells, rods and cones. We need two because we live in the two world of 
darkness and light. A hundred and twenty-five million thin, straight rods construe the 
dimness, and report in black and white."  
 "Seven million plump cones examine the bright, color-packed day. There are 
three kinds of cones, specializing in blue, red and green. One place on the retina has no 
rods or cones and as a result, does not see light...a blind spot.  

But right in the middle of the retina lies a small crater, the fovea, filled with 
highly concentrated cones, to examine an object in bright light. Almost every cone in the 
fovea has its own direct line to the brain. In a tenth of the second, the message reaches the 
visual cortex, which begins to make sense of it."  Amazing isn't it?  

This faculty which enables us to make sense of what we see, to interpret our 
world in vivid Technicolor. And then, there's that blind spot -- oh well, nothing's perfect!  
However, "vision" (the kind I'm talking about this morning) has less to do with foveas 



and cones than it does with the hopes and dreams we perceive with the metaphoric inner 
eye of  our faith and values.  
 This weekend, we launch our annual stewardship campaign. If you are part of the 
church's "pledge Universe," you have received a request for financial support.     
 If you are new to Unitarian Universalism, it's important that I explain a few things 
--we are a self-governing church that owns its own buildings, selects its own ministers, 
hires its own staff, shovels its own walk, makes its own decisions, and yes, pays its own 
bills. We are the church and the church is us. If this is your first Sunday at UUCM,  be 
assured that I rarely preach about  money. In fact, if you listen closely this morning,  
you'll find that  I'm not really preaching so much about money as I am about mission and 
commitment,   and the role of stewardship in seeing and believing in our visions.    
 The ancients set the example by basing their original hopes (their mission 
statement) for the future on the writings of Old Testament prophets like Joel, who wrote: 
"Your sons and daughters will be inspired, your young people shall see visions, and your 
elders dream dreams." The entire Hebrew Scripture brims with visionary writings like 
this,  extolling humanity's promise.... equality, abundance for all, freedom and peace. 
Visions. Not with eyes filled with photosensitive cells.  Not with millions upon millions 
of rods and cones. Visions, rather, seen by the human heart.  
 The Quaker writer, Parker Palmer, calls this kind of vision "whole-sight." Many 
of us live one-eyed lives" he writes, "We rely largely on the eye of the mind to form our 
image  of reality. But, today, more and more of us are opening the other eye, the eye of 
the heart, looking for realities to which the mind's eye is blind. Either eye alone is not 
enough. We need "whole-sight," a vision of the world in which mind and heart unite. Our 
seeing shapes our being. Only as we see whole can we and our world be whole.” 
 With our mind's eye,  we see a world of fact and reason. (This is especially true 
for us rational UUs)  However, this  tangible world can be a cold and mechanical place, 
even though if provides the comfort of predictability. So we open the eye of the heart and 
see another sight all around us here in this Sanctuary --  a world warmed and transformed 
by the power of love, a vision of community beyond the mind's eye to see. Our knowing 
draws not only on own senses and our reason, but on our intuitions, our beliefs, our 
actions, our relationships, and on our bodies themselves.  
 We cannot forsake our hearts and yet we cannot abandon our minds either. How 
shall we bring together these two lines of sight? How shall we use both eyes to create not 
a blurry double image, but one religious home; one world  in all its dimensions?  
 I believe that our tradition and our ethos as a congregation offer us holistic ways 
of merging head and heart in one steady  20/20 vision. Seeing with whole-sight here at 
UUCM means that we'll continue striving to perceive the vision behind the nuts and bolts 
and the bricks and mortar. 

It means that we'll gaze with whole-sight at the community we cherish -- the 
programs, religious education, fellowship, worship, social outreach, and caring 



connections we share.  Seeing this way  demonstrates our faith in and commitment to our 
mission statement. We cherish our free church, and although many free surprises await us 
here, our mission and vision come with an Excel spread sheet and a bottom line. They 
costs money.  
 I must admit that, like my colleague Thomas Mikelson, I wish at moments like 
this that I could pull out some Scriptural imperative to motivate your pledging (or 
"tithing" as its known in many Christian churches.).  Something tried and true like, "Take 
heed and beware of all covetousness," or " Open your hand and think on God's grace." or 
something compelling about "bringing forth the tithe of your produce" and "being 
rewarded 100 times over."  
 Alas,  UUs aren't likely to be swayed by such passages.  Nor are we particularly 
adept at talking about the connection between money and religion since we no longer use 
classic tithing arguments; the type which motivate Christians to demonstrate ideals of 
sacrifice and faith by  giving a hefty percentage of their income to their church; 
sometimes 10% or more of that income.  
 A pamphlet I picked up at an Episcopal church recently, amusingly entitled, "The 
Adventure of Tithing,"  explains that,  "It is a matter of worship and standing in right 
relationship to God." Darn!  I can't really use that strategy either, can I? Right 
relationship to God? Well, perhaps?  I suppose you'll need to ponder that in your own 
terms -- standing in right relationship to what? to your values?  to the Universe? to this 
community in which you've covenanted to be a member? To what truly matters? 
 Although the Rev. Mikelson is glad to be free of what he calls, " the peer pressure 
and theological threats"  that accompanied tithing at his childhood Christian church, he 
longs for the pride and satisfaction his grandmother felt in her ability to give with such 
passion and joy. I'd argue that we UUs can give with passion and joy, even without the 
Scriptural imperatives or salvific promises, by  perceiving our  giving as a religious 
practice and a spiritual discipline and by giving from a standpoint of abundance rather 
than scarcity.   
 Ask yourself: "Do you give from a place of lack or fear? Does giving make you 
feel diminished?  Or do you give from a place of abundance and plenty beyond your 
comfort zone? Does giving enrich you and lead to a sense of greater whole-sight? Does 
giving allow you to feel the difference it makes, not just to the church, but in your own 
life? Do your giving practices reflect your spiritual values?  
 A former congregant of mine in Massachusetts, wrote these words in a 
stewardship testimonial: "I like to give from my heart,” she mused,  “I am able to give, I 
give what I am capable of giving, I give because I want to be part of the circle of 
supporters, I give because my contribution makes a difference, I give because I know my 
congregation is doing a good job, I give to keep our UU connections strong." And finally, 
she writes, "I give because I have a vision to fulfill. My vision consists in keeping my 
beloved community strong -- able to change, adapt, and grow. By giving in the present, I 



can help insure that we have a foundation for the future. " 
 I realize that some folks out there have heard dozens of these stewardship 
sermons (or the Sermon on the Amount as it is sometimes called). You've listened to the 
minister, whether it was Kate Walker or Carmen Emerson talk about vision, about the 
future, about the cost of electricity and construction paper and coffee cups. Yet, here we 
are again; what does that tell us?  Just this: congregational visions are fluid, dynamic, and 
evolving. Missions are not enacted overnight. Life and the life of this church go on as we 
keep working at the dream.  
  To be sure, our elders, true to the prophecy of Joel, cast a vision back in 1825 and  
here we are, walking around in the sun-dappled meetinghouse of that dream. Our 
congregation, young and old, are busy envisioning now what might come  in the next five, 
ten, twenty year, with renewed confidence that we  will gather and participate together  in 
these realized dreams.  
  The Stewardship campaign  has just begun  in earnest, and I'm already so proud 
of you. This is hard work. It's challenging and it requires  maturity  to put dreams and 
vision alongside  nuts and blots on the priority list and then,  to be honest with ourselves 
about how much it will all cost. Yes, a bit scary, but such  an exciting time!  A growing 
time; a time to gaze anew with whole-sight (with heart and mind) at this wonderful 
institution,  to believe in  and fund the vision.   
 I want to assure you that as your minister, I won't  treat you  one way or another 
because of the level of your pledging, nor will I  know if you are devoting more of your 
disposable pennies to lottery tickets, Michelob Light,  vacations, or Starbucks than you 
are to UUCM.   It's up to you. But I can also assure you that the clarity of our vision and 
our health as a church will be  impacted if we don't each do what we can to nurture a 
culture of abundance here,  a place of whole-sight and commitment.  
 If times are hard for you, the church doesn't want to make them harder by creating 
anxiety or guilt about your pledge. Really, if your circumstances demand it, please pledge 
if possible, and feel as welcome here as anyone. And please pledge with your time and 
talent. 
 For a moment, envision your life if this place vanished in the wink of an eye. 
What would be missing; what would you grieve? Some years ago, the minister of my 
home church, the Rev.  Gary Smith,  preached the following words in a Canvass sermon 
to his congregation. I offer them to you because I believe they strike at something central 
about our communities of faith and their place in our disconnected culture.  

He preached, "This might be the year you will need this church the most. This 
might be the year the person next to you  needs us the most. I can tell you that this is the 
year the world needs us the most." I would add: Maybe this is the year you will most 
need the renewed vision of this place, as well as the sturdiness of its pillars and the 
steadfastness of its loving embrace.  
 We've opened our eyes. Let's continue to take off the blinders of scarcity and 



nourish the visionary gleam of abundance you so ably fulfilled last year at this time.  
 With whole-sight, let's continue to cultivate the art of seeing invisible things. 

Let's continue to hone our  vision of right and wrong, the priorities and the throw-aways 
in our lives. Through this year's annual campaign, let's  take a stand and,  as the old 
Protestant evangelist Billy Sunday used to say, "tangibilitate" our values and our faith 
through generous stewardship.  
 May we keep our eyes open. There is treasure hidden in plain sight along the 
sidewalk of Chestnut St., leading to and from the doors of this beloved community. 
Surely some surprises lay ahead, as well.   

Faith, even liberal faith,  is the power to see and the power to believe. Yet, some 
things have to be believed before they can be seen. Our seeing shapes our Being, our 
visions, our mission, our future. Seeing with the photosensitive cells of both heart and 
mind and focusing on what matters.  
 And, in the long run, what we see and how clearly we see it will determine what 
we get.  This place, this bright, color-packed world, is fairly studded and strewn with 
pennies cast broadside from a generous hand.  
 We can become our vision.  Seeing is believing.  
 Amen.  
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